What's New

View 2019 Events
Calendar
FedID 2019
September 24 - 26, 2019
Orlando, Florida
Convention Center, Orange County
MyData 2019
September 26 - 28, 2019
New York City
IGF 2019
September 26, 2019
Helsinki, Finland
Consumer Identity
World 2019
September 26 - 27, 2019
Sydney, NSW
Kantara F2F
November 16 - 17, 2019
Helsinki, Finland
Meet the Team!
Chris is the Kantara Initiative Director. Chris’ responsibility is to lead all Kantara Initiatives impact across the US Federal and private sectors.

He has more than 20 years of experience leading 20 plus years in public and private sectors. His previous experience has been developed and implemented throughout a long career in improving organizational performance. Through the range of his career, he has supported and driven federal government, industry and technological advancements.

Kantara’s Consent Receipt Takes To The Air With AirLike and Alevel Mobile Application

Bearing witness to Japan-Mexico Trade Quake

Why does Kantara’s Consent Receipt matter? We asked some of our Alevel contributors what it means to them:

Joe Dunnington & Andrew Thomas Sullivan for a 25% discount at MyData 2019

https://www.kantarainitiative.org/conference

Kantara has been involved in the Internet Governance Framework (IGF) for over 10 years. Since 2013, Chris has served on the IGF MY2016 Organizing Committee. He is a strong proponent of the IGF, heally supports the IGF, and has been a tireless advocate for its continued operations.

Ruth Puente is the Program Manager leading its Identity and Privacy Assurance Trust Framework activities. Since 2014, Ruth has been the leader of several global initiatives that aim to establish and expand trust in identity and privacy assurance frameworks.

Colin Wallis is the Kantara Initiative Director’s Corner

Blog highlights:

- Upcoming events
- Summer updates to the website and wiki
- Leadership changes:
  - Colin Wallis joins the Kantara Initiative as Director of Europe
  - New FIRE WG and other Work Group updates
- Wondering who’s behind the scenes at Kantara?
- What’s New
- Join our email list to receive our future emails.

If you're not already a member, join today!

Thank you for your organization membership, fellowships and all, as individual contributors Wesley Dunnington and Thomas Sullivan for reviewing with us if you haven’t renewed, do so now to continue the many benefits of membership!
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